WHERE EAST MEE+ S WEST
Our primary care system is broken.

So often patients feel as if their care is a revolving door between prescription refills and specialist referrals. A personal relationship with their primary care provider is usually limited to a short visit.

This “reality” finds many people frustrated with conventional medicine because—to them—it seems that their care is managed around treating and fixing their symptoms rather than getting to the root cause of illness; or perhaps, a focus on getting and staying healthy.

Rarely does their physician recommend an alternative to the prescription | specialist cycle that involves natural, holistic treatments which are practiced outside the realm of western medicine.

Most Americans say the U.S. healthcare system is troubled:
Nearly three-quarters of employed Americans 73% say the healthcare system is “in a state of crisis” or “has major problems” in Gallup’s most recent survey.

PrivaMD turns this idea on its head.

Our care model fundamentally disrupts the “sick-fix” standard by providing new and innovative approaches to health and healing.

Through careful consideration and appropriate combination of medical professionals and holistic practitioners, we offer treatments and services that rely on the knowledge of modern, conventional medicine + the wisdom of ancient traditions.

We do this in two ways:

PrivaMD | Wellness specializes in Functional Medicine which is a biological, systems-based approach that focuses on root cause resolution of a symptom or disease. With this approach, a diagnosis is always viewed in light of one’s genetics, environment, nutrition, and lifestyle. Careful consideration to these factors is necessary and essential to understanding the impact on one's health.

PrivaMD | Physicians specialize in integrative care that is designed around a richer healthcare experience. Patients receive longer appointment visits (up to 60 minutes) as well as a personal Care Navigator and access to the Care Team 24/7. This personal attention, and time spent knee-to-knee, proves invaluable when it comes to optimal health.
PrivaMD | Wellness exists to provide Functional Lifestyle Medicine that promotes root cause resolution and provides alternative methods in the delivery of the health care experience.

We offer an extensive line of services, packages and products including Holistic Care, Health Coaching, Mindfulness and Mental Health Counseling, Diagnostic Testing, Supplements + Nutraceuticals.

Simply put, PrivaMD integrates Eastern and Western practices to support the “whole-person” — mind, body, and spirit—to achieve optimal health and vitality for its patients.
I’m so excited that this type of cutting-edge healthcare is right here in Grand Haven!

PrivaMD providers take into consideration my nutrition and lifestyle choices and how these affect my overall health. I’m grateful that I have a physician who—in collaboration with a wellness team—focuses on the prevention of my illness. I also love the fact that they create a personal action plan for me to follow. I feel that I’m at my best health and I’m well positioned to live an active and vibrant life.

- Christine C.
PrivaMD | Physicians exists to provide integrative, quality care—care that’s not driven by volume; but rather, rooted in relationships.

At PrivaMD, patients have more time with their Provider and can expect to be supported by a care team that includes a Health Coach, Care Navigator, Social Worker as well as other practitioners that support their care plan.

By design, we schedule longer sessions so that you have the necessary time to feel heard and to absorb what is being discussed. At PrivaMD, you’ll receive the time you need to ask clarifying questions and/or to dig deeper on a subject matter.
Many times, the patient is left to manage the touchpoints between their PCP and any Specialists, Nurses, or hospital staff—especially when faced with a chronic disease. Very quickly, logistics, follow-up calls, and arranging any next steps become daunting and emotionally consuming.

At PrivaMD, you are given a personal Care Navigator and Customer Experience Coordinator that advocate and help align all your healthcare providers.

We’ll make sure your entire care team listens to you and that you’re getting the right amount of information so that you can make informed decisions.
To learn more about the innovative approach of PrivaMD:
• call us 616.213.0253
• email us at info@PrivaMD.org
• visit us online at privaMD.org